Astronomy Lab Evaluation

This is (of course) anonymous. It is helpful for us to get feedback to improve the labs, and better suit your needs. Your instructor will not see these forms until grades are submitted.

What were your favorite lab activities and why?

What were your least favorite lab activities and why?

Was there something you didn’t expect to learn about, but did?

Was there something you expected to learn about, but didn’t?

Was there something you wanted to learn about, but didn’t?

Roban Hultman Kramer 1 Spring 2006
What did you like about how lab was run?

What did you dislike about how lab was run?

Rate the class experience, overall:

Great!  Good  Fine (for a requirement)  Endurable  Arrrrrrrg

Rate the teaching of the class, overall:

Great!  Good  Fine (for a requirement)  Endurable  Arrrrrrrg

Rate the level of mathematical difficulty:

Great!  Good  Fine (for a requirement)  Endurable  Arrrrrrrg

Other comments: